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QUESTION 1

Which three statements about a user\\'s profile are correct? (Choose three.) 

A. Branch Session Manager (BSM) association is set in the Session Manager Profile under the user\\'s Communication
Profile. If a primary Session Manager has been selected then assigning a BSM 

mandatory. 

B. Using the Endpoint Profile a user can be assigned a station on a Communication Manager that SMGR knows about. 

C. The difference between the \\'SMGR Login Password\\' and the \\'Shared Communication Profile Password is that
one allows the user to login to the SMGR web interface and the other allows them to authenticate at a device. 

D. A user may be assigned exactly one role. That single role can allow access to multiple resource types. 

E. User identity authentication (password checking) can be achieved by first configuring SMGR to communicate with an
LDAP server and then choosing the profile \\'Authentication Type\\' as \\'Enterprise\\'. 

Correct Answer: BCE 

 

QUESTION 2

Which statement expresses the relationship between users, roles, and groups? 

A. Roles grant permissions. Users are not directly assigned roles but inherit them through belonging to groups. 

B. A group is a name for a collection of roles and each role is assigned its own administrator user. 

C. Users can belong to groups for easy management and can be assigned roles which grant them access rights. 

D. Groups and roles directly correspond to sections of the SMGR Web Console navigation pane and, unless a user
belongs to a specific role group, they cannot access the corresponding management screens. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

An originating Application Sequence has been configured to route calls from a given user to a feature server. It appears
however, that the feature is not being applied when a call is made. What would be the best course of action an
administrator should take to identify the issue? 

A. Run traceSM and make the call. Check the SIP INVITE is routed to the feature server. Check the content of the
Route header. 

B. Make a test call. Open Session Manager calltrace.log. Look for error messages that identify routing issues. 

C. Run the \\'Call Routing Test\\' utility from within System Manager. Filter on caller address and route 

header. 
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D. Run a network packet capture tool, filtering for SIP messages. Make the call and check that the anticipated SIP
messages are exchanged between SIP telephones. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

Which two statements about Managed Bandwidth are true? (Choose two.) 

A. If the Managed Bandwidth field is blank for a location no Call Admission Control is done for that location. 

B. If the Managed Bandwidth field has a value. Session Manager keeps track of the bandwidth in use based on the calls
coming out of and going to that specific location and denies new calls when the bandwidth in use reaches the limit. 

C. If the Managed Bandwidth field is blank for a location, the default Call Admission Control is done for that location.
Session Manager keeps track of the bandwidth in use based on the calls coming out of and going to that specific
location and denies new calls when the bandwidth in use reaches the limit. 

D. If the Managed Bandwidth field has a value. Session Manager keeps track of the bandwidth in use based on the calls
coming out of and going to that specific location and drops old calls when the bandwidth in use reaches the limit. 

E. If the Managed Bandwidth field has a value, Session Manager keeps track of the bandwidth in use based on the calls
coming out of and going to that specific location and sends an alarm to an administrator when new calls reach the
bandwidth the limit. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 5

While reviewing the session Manager logs, you notice a log entry that describes that state of an entity "down". Later,
you check the logs and notice another log entry that reports the same entity is "partially up". Which troubleshooting
procedure will help you to isolate and identify the Entity problem? 

A. Run traceSM to capture SIP INVITE message from the entity to determine if there is a display in the network. 

B. Run SIP monitoring diagnostics along with ICMP ping to the Entity to verify its connectivity. 

C. Run traceSM100 to capture SIP MONITOR message from the entity to determine if there is a delay in the network. 

D. Run SIP Entity Performance on the Entity to determine id SIP OPTIONS messages are being blocked on the
network. 

Correct Answer: A 
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